
Tball Rules 

1. A game shall consist of 1 hour or 2 innings. Stalling will not be tolerated. Games will end at the ONE 

HOUR limit, regardless of where you are in the batting order, the at bat batter will be allowed to finish 

their time at bat or if you have completed 2 innings. 

2. The ball will use a soft surface ball. The size will depend upon availability, with final approval made by 

the STYBS Executive Board. 

3. All players in attendance will bat and play in at the field unless incapacitated or ejected from the 

game. Incapacitation is defined as any illness or injury. Late players are added to the end of the line up if 

they arrive before the end of the game.  

4. Only one base per runner will be allowed on hit ball 

5 When the last batter of each team comes to the plate, the coach of that batter must declare to the 

opposing coaches that the “LAST BATTER IS UP”. That player hits a grand slam. 

6. A coach will pitch a maximum of three pitches to each batter, unless the third pitch is a foul ball. If the 

batter has not hit the ball after three pitches, the batter will have hit the ball off of a tee 

7 Coaches of the team batting will handle all pitching. The pitching distance will be at the coaches 

discretion, with the pitching plate being 35 feet from the rear of home plate.  

8. No bunting is allowed 

9. All runners must stay on the base until the ball is hit.  

10 There is no stealing. 

11. There is no leading off 

12. Infielders must play what is normally termed infield positions (left pitcher and right pitcher allowed) 

(there is no catcher).  

13 When a ball is hit fielders will “try to make 1 out” (usually at first) 

13. There are no outs, no keeping of scores. 

14 Up to 4 Coaches per team are allowed on the field at a time. Offensively: first base, third base, 

pitcher and catcher (catching coach is responsible for placing the t and removing the t) Defensive: right 

field, left field, and infield rover(s). 

15. T-ball is to teach kids the basics of which way to run, how to bat, how a batting order works, what 

positions are called, and ect… 

16 HAVE FUN!!!! ITS T-BALL!!! 


